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Abstract

This dissertation consists of three chapters. In Chapter 1, I introduce industry back-
ground on entry regulation and explain why entry is regulated in retail sector. Then,
I briefly review empirical studies on the impact of entry regulation, focusing on recent
development in the literature. Finally, I argue that regulation on business hours of retail
stores is a special case of entry regulation.

In Chapter 2, I study the efficiency consequences of how many days that retail stores
operate. Just as free entry of firms can lead to inefficient outcomes, free choices of days
of operation can also lead to inefficient outcomes. While consumers are unambiguously
better off with more days and hours of operation, producers can be either better or worse
off depending on consumer preferences and market structure. I study the liquor market
in Pennsylvania and quantify consumer gains from changes in the number of Sunday-
opening stores and evaluate the welfare effects of government policies regulating Sunday
openings. Pennsylvania relaxed its ban on Sunday sales, allowing me to document the
impact of Sunday operation on consumption patterns. Using data on before and after
the policy change, I document that an increase in the number of Sunday-opening stores
generates substantial “new” sales and leads to consumer substitution, both between
stores and between days of week within a store. To directly quantify welfare benefits,
I estimate a random coefficient model of demand using detailed store-level sales data.
The demand estimates allow me to simulate consumer choices and I find that opening
all stores on Sundays would increase consumer surplus by 3.6% compared to the actual
policy in Pennsylvania with a quarter of stores open on Sundays. I also use the model
to estimate the welfare-maximizing number of Sunday stores and find that the actual
number is 70% below the optimal level. Finally, I find that private stores, whether
atomistic or monopoly, would deliver more Sunday stores than the observed number.

In Chapter 3, I study government policies regulating Sunday openings and quan-
tify the effect on large and small stores. Entry regulations in retail market are often
implemented to protect small independent retailers from competition by large stores.
Using liquor retailer information in Florida, I first document that counties with a lot
of small stores tend to prohibit Sunday sales. To quantify the welfare effects, I use the
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demand estimates from liquor retail market in Pennsylvania. I show that completely
banning Sunday opening decreases producer surplus of large stores by 7.0% and that
of small stores by 0.9% compared to deregulation. I also find that government policy
that prohibits only large stores from opening on Sundays, leads to 52.8% of small stores
opening on Sundays. Under this counterfactual policy, large stores’ surplus decreases by
8.7% and small stores’ producer surplus increases by 6.0% compared to free entry level.
Finally, I find that total surplus is lower with the regulation since welfare of consumers
and large stores decrease.
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Introduction
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In this Chapter, I introduce industry background on entry regulation and explain why
entry is regulated in retail markets.

Most countries have a certain degree of entry regulation in their retail market and
it affects consumers, producers, and the government in many different ways. Because
retail sector, in many countries, is a large industry both in terms of contribution to
GDP and employment,1 government policy regulating the industry has a significant
impact on the economy. Moreover, degree of entry regulation varies substantially across
countries and is continuously changing over time. Whether or not the government
should regulate entry, the kind of restriction to be implemented, and the strictness of it
are all open to debate. Therefore, understanding the economic effect of such policy is
of great importance as it can lead to the policy reform and improve upon welfare.

What is the justification for entry regulation? It is well known that free entry
can lead to social inefficiency and regulation can improve upon welfare (Mankiw and
Whinston 1986). Clearly, one of the rationales for government regulation is to correct
for excess/lack of entry and achieve the optimum.

There are also reasons for regulation that are more specific to the retail industry.
First, retail establishments tend to locate close to households and they may have great
impact on households welfare. Therefore, local or national government often regulate
entry of retailers in order to prevent negative effects of commercial development on
neighborhood. For this purpose, government sometimes prohibit or penalize entry on
specific sites.

Government sometimes discriminate between retail stores based on their characteris-
tics when regulating entry. Most common practice is to regulate stores that are “large,”
often in terms of square footage. Regulation that only applies to large stores are often
implemented to protect small, independent stores. Sometimes such regulation is imple-
mented based on the argument that entry of large stores can reduce overall employment
by crowding out small stores from the market. However, there is little empirical evi-
dence on negative effect of large store entry on employment. Basker (2005), for example,
finds that expansion of Wal-Mart leads to overall increase in retail employment. Up to
date, there is no empirical support for the argument that entry regulation on large retail

1 Retail sector in U.S., accounts for 6% of total GDP in 2011 and 10% of total employment in
2012 (Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bureau of Labor Statistics). In India, retail industry
accounts for over 10 % of GDP and around 8% of employment (Source: India Brand Equity Foundation).
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stores not only protect small stores but also help overall economy.

Many researchers attempted to study the effect of entry regulation on various as-
pects. I introduce a few of them focusing on previous studies that analyze the impact
of entry regulation on market structure and welfare.2 First, there are empirical works
that study the effect of entry regulation on the number of stores active in the market. As
expected, virtually all papers find negative effect of entry regulation on the number of
stores in various retail markets and regulation methods (Bertrand and Kreamarz 2002;
Bruhn 2011; Kaplan et al. 2012). There are studies attempt to quantify such effect
using a structural approach (Schaumans and Verboven 2008; Datta and Sudhir 2013).
For example, Datta and Sudhir (2013) finds that the number of grocery stores decrease
by 50% when zoning regulation is implemented on 25% of the market area.

In addition, there are studies that examine the effect of entry regulation on producer
and/or consumer surplus. Suzuki (2013) shows that hotels in regulated area experience
reduction in producer surplus as they incur higher variable costs and consumers also
incur the cost of regulation indirectly in the form of higher prices. Sadun (2014) finds
that surplus of small independent stores decrease by the creation of entry barrier against
large stores in UK. Large chain stores reacted to the regulation by entering the market
with small shops which compete more directly with independent stores.

In the remaining two Chapters, I study the welfare effect of entry regulation in retail
market in terms of store opening hours. Although, regulation on store hours is often
perceived as one example of government regulation on business practices, it can be also
treated as a type of entry regulation. Just like the store deciding whether to enter the
market or not, the store choosing whether to open on a particular time period incur
fixed cost.3 Moreover, the rationales for entry regulation in retail industry introduced
above also apply to store hour regulation. Although there are a number of studies that
examined the effect of store hour regulation, unlike literature on other entry regulations
discussed above, the literature lacks empirical analysis using micro data and taking
structural approach.4 Using detailed store-level data from liquor retail market in
Pennsylvania, I quantify the welfare effect of Sunday sales restriction, or “Blue Laws.’
In Chapter 2, I focus on government policy on Sunday opening that uniformly applies

2 For more complete discussion of the literature, see Pozzi and Schivardi (2015).
3 For example, stores pay fixed amount as wage to workers regardless of the sales amount.
4 I discuss previous studies on store hour regulation more in detail in the remaining two Chapters.
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to all stores. In Chapter 3, I consider Sunday sales restriction that only applies to large
stores.



Chapter 2

The Welfare Effects of Blue Laws:
Evidence from Pennsylvania
Liquor Retailing
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2.1 Introduction

Free entry can lead to socially inefficient levels of entry in markets where firms incur
fixed cost of entry (Mankiw and Whinston 1986; Dixit and Stiglitz 1977). Researchers
typically study entry based on firms or products, but the concerns of the entry literature
are relevant to days and hours of operation as well, which is the subject of this paper.
Opening hours of retail stores are highly regulated in the United States as well as many
other countries.1 In the U.S, sales of alcoholic beverages and automobiles are often
restricted on Sundays. For example, while liquor stores in Nevada have no limitations
on store hours, sale of liquor is banned on Sundays in Minnesota and a number of other
states,2 a practice known as “blue laws.” Blue laws have been restricting certain
activities on Sundays for religious reasons and more recently many states relaxed such
regulations. However, retail stores as well as religious groups in many states are in favor
of keeping the regulation. The desirability of regulating store hours is unclear a priori.

Deregulation can lead stores to be open for more hours, which would make con-
sumers unambiguously better off, with the magnitude of the consumer gain depending
on consumers’ preferences. In contrast, the net gain of deregulation to producers is
less clear. While extended operating hours lead to higher operating costs, the effects
on total revenue depend on three kinds of changes in consumers’ shopping behaviors:
new consumption, between-store substitution, and cross-time substitution. In addition,
the effect of deregulation on revenue also depends on the specific market structure. For
example, when consumers only substitute between stores, stores making decentralized
entry decisions can lead to excessive entry.3 As a result, the overall welfare implica-
tions of deregulation is a quantitative question.

This paper examines the effect of Sunday opening regulations using the liquor store
market in Pennsylvania where all liquor stores are controlled and operated by the Penn-
sylvania Liquor Control Board (PLCB). Liquor retailing in Pennsylvania provides a
valulable context to study, in a number of respects. First, in Pennsylvania, liquor store

1 For example, grocery stores that are larger than 100m2 in Norway are not allowed to open on
Sundays. In Germany, the local government regulates the number of Sunday shopping days per year.

2 According to Distilled Spirits Council of the United States, 12 States ban spirits sales as of
2015: Alabama, Indiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, West Virginia. Source: http://www.discus.org/policy/sunday/

3 Provided that stores pay fixed cost to extend hours.
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opening hours are regulated and there was a discrete change in Sunday operation. The
maximum number of stores allowed to open on Sundays increased from zero in 2003 to
25% of all stores in 2005.4 This change allows me to capture the impact of Sunday
opening on consumption patterns. Second, detailed store sales and other characteristics
are available at the daily level, allowing me to infer store opening days. In addition,
cost-related data such as number of workers and wages are also available for liquor
stores, which allows me to estimate operating costs. Finally, because liquor stores in
Pennsylvania operates as a state-run monopoly, my estimates of the effects of store
opening hours are not confounded by cross-store price differences or consumers’ loyalty
to particular stores.5

Simple descriptive analysis of the sales data provides evidence on consumer substitu-
tion patterns. An increase in the number of Sunday-opening stores generates significant
amount of new sales, i.e. leads to an increase in state-wide sales. Moreover, consumers
substitute between stores and between days of week within a store. To understand
consumer preferences and directly quantify welfare benefits from alternative policies,
I develop and estimate a demand model that captures all three margins in consumer
substitution suggested by the data. Therefore, I model consumer choice of stores and
day of week to shop, by defining the consumer’s choice as (store, day of week) instead
of a store alone. Using the store-level sales data and demographic information from
the Census, I estimate a random coefficient model of demand following the standard
procedure in Berry (1994) and Berry et al. (1995).

Using the demand model estimates, I conduct a series of counterfactual analyses to
quantify consumer gains. In particular, I consider two extreme sets of policies regarding
Sunday openings: no stores open on Sundays; and all stores open on Sundays. I find
that, compared to the actual store configuration with 21% of stores open on Sundays,6

consumer surplus would be lower by 1.5% if no stores opened on Sundays and higher
by 3.5% if all stores were open on Sundays.

4 Prior to 2003, all stores were closed on Sundays. In February 2003, the state allowed 10% of stores
to open on Sundays. In February 2005, the state allowed an additional 15%.

5 See Section 2 for details.
6 Pennsylvania operated 21% of its stores on Sundays, on average.
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I also quantify the change in welfare for these counterfactuals.7 To calculate pro-

ducer surplus, I estimate operating costs at the store-level by combining the aggregate-
and store-level information. Compared to the actual, I find that total surplus is lower
by 2.1% if no stores opened on Sundays and higher by 0.2% if all stores were open on
Sundays.

Finally, I compute which stores would operate on Sundays, with different decision
makers. I find that a welfare-maximizing planner would operate 3.4 times the actual
number. A state-run monopolist, maximizing the sum of store profits and tax revenue,
would operate 4.2 times the actual.8

This study contributes to the broad literature on free entry. The IO literature on
free entry is concerned with its potential excessive nature, which can give rise to justifi-
cation for, say, entry regulation (Mankiw and Whinston 1986; Dixit and Stiglitz 1977).
The result of this paper suggests that current regulation is stronger than would be
needed to prevent excessive entry. Seim and Waldfogel (2013) empirically study effect
of store entry and geographic convenience by looking at the liquor market in Pennsylva-
nia. They find that the government system is best rationalized as government surplus
maximization. This paper examines the same liquor market focusing on entry decision
in the context of Sunday openings holding fixed the number of stores and their geo-
graphic locations. Compared to new store opening, Sunday opening is a decision that
could be made in short-run with lower fixed cost.9 I find results consistent with Seim
and Waldfogel (2013): government surplus maximizing monopolist would operate the
maximum number of Sunday stores permitted by the law when the government surplus
maximizing number is above the cap.

This paper is also related to a literature specifically focusing on opening hours. Wen-
zel (2011) presents a theoretical model showing that welfare increases unambiguously
following a deregulation of store opening hours. Kay and Morris (1987) present a model
showing that deregulation of opening hours can result in inefficiency, as competitive

7 Tax revenue and negative external costs of alcohol consumption is also taken into account for the
welfare calculation.

8 Note that, producer surplus estimates and the calculation of number of Sunday stores depend on
cost information specific to Pennsylvania. However, consumer-side results can be generalized to other
states, as long consumers in Pennsylvania are not systematically different from those of consumers in
other states.

9 I assume labor costs incurred during extended hours as the only fixed cost
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pressure can induce excessive opening at times when high cost is incurred. Some empir-
ical studies examine the effect of changes in store hour policies. However most studies
have used aggregate-level data and focused on change in prices (Reddy, 2012) or store
revenue and the number of stores (Goos, 2004). This study differs from previous works
in that I use detailed micro data to estimate consumer demand and quantify the effect
of change in store opening hours on welfare.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background
and describes the data. Section 3 provides descriptive evidence of consumer behavior in
response to the changes in Sunday openings. Section 4 introduces the demand specifi-
cation, and Section 5 describes the estimation procedure. Section 6 presents estimation
results, and counterfactual experiments are presented in Section 7. Section 8 concludes.

2.2 Background and Data

2.2.1 Liquor Market in Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania is one of the 18 “control” states where the government has a monopoly
over the retailing or wholesaling of liquor.10 All liquor stores that sell wine and
spirits in the state are controlled and operated by PLCB: Figure 2.1 shows the map of
all PLCB stores as of 2005. In this section, I document a number of features that are
worth noting.

Change in Sunday Openings

Pennsylvania is one of the states that is allowed to conduct off-premise sales of liquor
on Sundays. Figure 2.2 plots the number of Sunday stores operating in each week from
2003 to 2005 and Figure 2.3 shows the snapshot of Sunday-opening stores at four dif-
ferent dates. As shown in Figure 2.3, the Sunday sales of liquor products were first
introduced in 2003. In February 2003, PLCB allowed 10% of its stores to open on Sun-
days as permitted in Act 212 of 2002, approved by the General Assembly in December

10 The 18 control states are Alabama, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana
,New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia,
and Wyoming.
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2002. The number of Sunday operating stores remained relatively constant until Febru-
ary 2005 when PLCB roughly doubled the number of Sunday stores as permitted in
Act 239 of 2004. Effective February 7, 2005, PLCB is allowed to open up to 25% of the
total number of stores on Sundays.11 The number of Sunday operating stores slightly
increased in 2005 after February, resulting in over 150 Sunday-opening stores by the
end of the year. After Act 239 of 2004, no change in law took place in terms of the total
number of Sunday-opening stores. The number of Sunday stores remained stable after
2005. The change in number of Sunday stores provides an “experiment” through which
I can observe the change before and after. The main data set with detailed store level
information covers from 2002 to 2005. Although this is not a “natural” experiment as
stores operating on Sundays are chosen by PLCB, I can control for the main factors in
my empirical analysis as long as I observe these factors that led to the choice.12 In
Section 7, I show that the set of stores that the monopolist would want to operate on
Sundays includes all stores that actually operated on Sundays.

Aside from the change in number of Sunday-opening stores, I also observe variations
in terms of store opening days other than Sunday openings. These changes include
variation in opening days across weeks for a given store and variation in opening days
across stores, for a given week. Although most stores operate six to seven days a week,
1% of stores are open three days a week and 5% of stores operate less than five days
a week on average. For a given store, temporary closings also occur on regular week-
days for some of the weeks. These variations in opening days, together with change in
Sunday-opening stores, provide an opportunity to study consumer preferences on days
of the week.

11 Notation from Purdon’s Pennsylvania Statutes and Consolidated Statutes:

Âğ 3-304. When sales may be made at Pennsylvania Liquor Stores

(a) Except as provided for in subsection (b), every Pennsylvania Liquor Store shall be open for
business week days, except holidays as that term is defined in section 102. The board may, with the
approval of the Governor, temporarily close any store in any municipality.

(b) Certain Pennsylvania Liquor Stores operated by the board shall be open for Sunday retail sales
between the hours of noon and five o’clock postmeridian, except that no Sunday sales shall occur on
Easter Sunday or Christmas day. The board shall open up to twenty-five per centum of the total number
of Pennsylvania Liquor Stores at its discretion for Sunday sales as provided for in this subsection.

12 PLCB claims to select stores with the highest predicted profit for operating on Sundays.
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Pricing

PLCB sets the retail price of each product so that it is the same across all stores at
a given point in time. Specifically, PLCB applies a simple markup rule to determine
the retail price of a product.13 As price of a product is identical across all stores,
a consumer’s store choice only depends on store characteristics. This condition makes
obtaining reliable estimates of consumer preferences on these store characteristics easier.

Although there is no price difference across stores, prices do vary by time. This
change in price enables me to identify price elasticity of demand. I construct a state-wide
price index using the products’ shares in the 2005 sales as weights to avoid contaminating
the price index with quantity responses.14 Changes in price occur either when there
is a change in wholesale prices or when PLCB temporarily offers discounted prices on
a subset of products.15 The change in price and consumer response to it identify the
price elasticity of demand.

Store Operating Costs

All liquor stores in the state are staffed with unionized employees, and PLCB pays them
according to a single pay schedule. Union contract specifies the hourly salary by job
type, and PLCB provides the number of employees by store, also by job type. With this
information, I can infer the labor costs of each store16 needed to calculate producer
surplus under alternative policies.

13 Specifically, the PLCB applies a 30% markup and an 18% liquor tax to the wholesale price. That
is,

retail price = (wholesale price × (1.3) + bottle fee) × (1.18),
where the bottle fee typically amounts to $1. In addition, the consumer pays a 6 percent Pennsylvania
sales tax.

14 Same approach is made in Seim and Waldfogel(2013)
15 Sale period begins typically on the last Monday of each month. Adjustment period of wholesale

prices begins on a Thursday, usually in the middle of each month. Therefore, price changes at two
discrete times a month.

16 See the appendix for details.
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2.2.2 Data

The main data set is a store-level panel from Seim and Waldfogel (2013) originally ob-
tained from PLCB under the Pennsylvania Right-to-Know Law. It provides information
on the price and the quantity of each product sold on a daily basis at the store level
for 2002-2005. As PLCB is a monopolist in Pennsylvania, the data set covers all wine
and spirits sales17 in the entire state during the sample period. Information on store
characteristics includes street address, square footage, and number of workers by job
type.18 I geocode the street address of stores to a geographic location and use centroid
of Census tracts to calculate the distance between stores and consumers.

I aggregate sales information across products at the daily level and infer store open-
ings/closings. Whenever I see no sales record of a store on a given day, I treat it as the
store being closed on that day.

Store-level operating cost, which is used to calculate producer surplus and predict
entry decisions, is inferred by using information on the number of workers reported by
PLCB and the wage reported in union contracts. I also use store hours of each store as
of 2015, when estimating operating costs.19

In 2005, the year that I focus for the demand estimation, PLCB operated 620 stores
on average. Figure 2.1 shows the locations of all stores that record positive sales. Table
2.1 reports the summary statistics. Store size (measured either by square footage or
product variety) and store revenue have significant variations. Sunday stores tend to
be larger both in terms of sales and store size.

Table 2.2 shows the total bottles sold in 2005 by day of the week. Sales on Fridays
and Saturdays account for 48% of the total sales. Sales on Sundays are the lowest,
accounting for 4% of the total sales. Low sales volume on Sunday is mainly due to
the fact that only a few stores operate on Sundays. Although high sales volume on
Fridays and Saturdays are direct evidence of consumer preferences toward these days,
Sunday shopping being the least preferred is less evident. Consumers face about the
same number of stores on Mondays through Saturdays, whereas only a limited set of

17 PLCB stores do not carry beer. It can be purchased from a licensed beer store, distributor, bar,
or restaurant.

18 Information on square footage and number of workers is obtained for stores in 2015. See the
appendix for details on matching 2015 information with 2005 stores.

19 See the appendix for details
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stores is open on Sundays. Consumer preferences on Sunday shopping can be inferred
by looking at the changes in sales in response to change in number of Sunday stores. I
present the demand estimation results in Section 6.

Finally, liquor sales exhibit strong seasonal patterns. Figure 2.4 plots the total
bottles sold by week in the entire state, and Figure 2.5 plots the average number of
bottles sold daily for each week in 2005. In both figures, sales are the lowest during
New Year’s week (week 1) and peak on Thanksgiving week (week 47) and Christmas
through the end of the year (weeks 50-52). Therefore, controlling for seasonal effects
is crucial. In Section 3, I do this by comparing data for the same weeks in different
years. In the demand estimation, I directly control for these effects by including weekly
dummy variables for holiday weeks and daily dummies for holidays.

2.3 Descriptive Evidence

In this section, I present direct evidence of changes in consumer behavior in response
to changes in store opening hours. In particular, I utilize the change in the number of
Sunday-opening stores that occurred in February 200520 and document the changes in
consumer behavior based on three margins: (i) substitution from an “outside option,”
(ii) substitution between stores, and (iii) substitution between days of the week within
a store.

The different compositions of the three margins have different welfare implications.
Substitutions made by consumers, in any way, imply changes in consumer surplus. How-
ever, relevant margins for the producer side differ depending on the market structure.
Specifically, a profit-maximizing monopolist who possibly operates numerous stores will
only be concerned with the first margin. In contrast, an individual store also cares
about consumer substitution between stores. Finally, a total surplus-maximizing plan-
ner makes the decision regarding store hours by considering all three margins, because
all three margins affect consumers and the first margin also has implications for pro-
ducer surplus. Therefore, I focus on these margins and gather suggestive evidence from
the data.

20 The cap on the number of Sunday stores changed from 10% to 25% of total number of stores.
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2.3.1 Sunday Opening and Extensive Margin

I first assess state-wide sales to determine whether increased number of Sunday stores
lead to increased purchases. Given that liquor sales exhibit strong seasonality patterns
(as noted in Section 2.2), I employ a difference-in-differences-type approach.

In February 2005, PLCB doubled the number of Sunday stores. Hence, I compare
state-wide sales before (weeks 1 to 5) and after (weeks 6 to 12) the change.21 Sales
in the later weeks were considerably high even without the policy change because of
seasonality. Table 2.3 shows the changes in state-wide sales for 2004 and 2005 and my
estimate of the effect of the Sunday openings is the after-before change for 2005 less
the same-period change for 2004. I estimate the effect to be 4.2% and is statistically
significant at the 5% significance level. Because the total number of stores and price
did not change much22 within each year, I conclude that Sunday-opening stores raised
total consumption. In summary, direct evidence from the data suggests that having
additional Sunday stores generates a significant amount of “new sales” or leads to market
expansion. This implies that producers can also gain by opening stores on Sundays.23

2.3.2 Sunday Opening and Intensive Margins

Apart from the extensive margin, consumers can change their behavior, given that they
go shopping. First, I limit my data to Sunday-opening stores to verify whether con-
sumers substitute across days within a store. I particularly consider Sunday operating
stores before and after the Sunday opening, and determine the effect of policy changes
on their sales, as well as the composition of sales by days of the week. Thus, I compare
sales in the same weeks across 2004 and 2005 for stores that started to open on Sundays

21 I compare sales in weeks 1 to 5 to weeks 6 to 12 to see the effect locally. Alternatively, I can
compare the sales in weeks 1 to 5 to rest of the year. This specification also leads to the same conclusiong
that the sales increases in 2004 and 2005 are statistically different.

22 See Table 2.3 for changes.
23 PLCB stores only carry wine and spirits; therefore, part of the increase in state-wide sales of

PLCB stores come from consumers who used to drink other kinds of alcoholic beverages, say beer.
Several studies report that limited shopping opportunities may reduce liquor consumption which is
consistent with the evidence provided in the current study. For example, Seo (2016) finds that after
privatization, liquor consumption increased due to improved convenience even with increase in price.
Seim and Waldfogel (2013) also suggest the possibility of depressed consumption from having fewer
stores in Pennsylvania compared to other states.
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in February 2005. Table 2.4 shows that, when Sunday shopping becomes available to
consumers, the day shares change significantly. Compared to 2004 when stores were not
open on Sundays, the Saturday share decreased by 12% in 2005. Similar patterns arise
for Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays.24 The result suggests that in response to
Sunday opening, consumers substitute between days of the week within store.

Next, I look for evidence of consumer substitution between stores. To observe this
effect directly from the data, I document how a store’s Sunday opening affects the sales
of “neighboring stores.” Hence, I analyze the case where “markets” can be clearly de-
fined with only a few stores, and several stores in the market experience change in terms
of Sunday openings. In most cases, defining markets in which stores are competing with
one another is difficult because stores located at the far end within the market may be
competing with stores outside the market and not the ones within. Moreover, given that
many stores compete with one another, the beginning of Sunday opening can happen
at many distinct points in time to different sets of stores. For these reasons, separating
the effect of Sunday opening on neighboring stores is not straightforward.

To measure the effect clearly, I select a pair of stores that are “close” to one another
and “far away” from all other stores.25 I focus on the cases where one of the stores
became a Sunday store during the second week of February 2005, whereas the other
store remained closed on Sundays. Using these stores, I compare the sales before and
after the change for both Sunday and non-Sunday stores.

The bottom panel of Table 2.5 shows the change in days of the week shares of non-
Sunday stores. A Sunday opening has a significant effect on neighboring stores, i.e.
non-Sunday stores. The Saturday and Tuesday shares are substantially lower when the
nearby store opens on Sundays and the results are statistically significant.26 This

24 I conduct a paired t-test for each day of week using the day shares calculated based on 6 days of
week, excluding Sunday. The result indicates that the null hypothesis that day of week shares are same
across years cannot be rejected for Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at the 5% significance level.

25 Specifically, I select stores such that (i) distance between the two stores are less than 5 miles, and
(ii) distance between either one of the two and all other stores is greater than 5 miles. I can choose
different values than 5 miles and different choices leads to the similar results.

26 I conduct a paired t-test similar to above for each day of week. The results indicate that the
effects on sales on Fridays and Saturdays of non-Sunday stores are statistically significant.
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result suggests that Sunday opening of a store impacts behavior of neighboring stores’
consumers.

Changes in the days of the week shares of Sunday stores are shown on the top panel
of Table 2.5 for comparison. The Sunday stores themselves experience changes in day
shares reflecting the pattern in Table 2.4.

In summary, the data provide the following supporting evidence. First, the mar-
ket expands significantly with extended store operating hours particularly with Sunday
openings. Second, consumers make substitutions between days of the week within store,
as well as across stores. All three margins of consumer substitution seem to exist. Al-
though the data provide evidence on all the three margins, the relative importance of
these margins is not identified. An explicit demand model also enables me to directly
quantify welfare benefits, which is the main objective of this study. Thus, I explicitly
model consumer demand that can incorporate all three margins on consumer substitu-
tion as suggested by the data.

2.4 Demand Specification

The demand model adopts standard store choice model in discrete choice framework
where consumer chooses a store based on observed and unobserved store characteris-
tics. Since my focus here is to estimate consumer preferences on store opening days, I
need the demand model that captures all three margins suggested by the data. To this
end, I re-define consumer choice set so that each of the pairs, (store, day of week), is a
“choice” instead of store alone. In other words, I include day of week dummy variables
as additional observed store characteristics so that a store on Monday and the same
store on Tuesday are two distinct choices for consumers. In this way, the model cap-
tures consumer substitution between days of week and stores as well as the extensive
margins. Finally, to allow consumers’ valuation to be correlated across days of week
within a group (I consider two groups: weekdays and weekends), I introduce a nested
structure when modeling demand.

Specifically, consider consumer i planning where and when to shop at the begin-
ning of each week t. Suppose consumer only considers stores within d̄ miles of his
location. Also, let Ji be total number of stores within d̄ miles of i’s location and
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k ∈ {Sun., ...,Sat.} index days of week. Consumer i in week t faces choice set,

Cit =
{
s = (j, k)|distis < d̄, j open on k

}
∪ {0} (2.1)

where distis is distance between consumer i and store s, and choice 0 is an outside
option. Also, let S be the total number of choices.

To allow for realistic elasticities and include additional information on consumers,
I let taste parameters vary with observed and unobserved individual characteristics.
Specifically, choice-level utility that consumer i gets from choice s ∈ Cit is

uist = Xstβ
X + βppst + ξst + βddistis + [Xst, pst, distis](Σνi + ΠDi) + ε̄ist (2.2)

where

• Xst: Store characteristics

• pst: Price index

• ξst: Unobserved store characteristics

• distis: Distance between choice s and consumer i

• νi: Individual random draws from P ∗ν (·)

• Di: Individual random draws from empirical distribution P̂ ∗D(·)

ε̄ist is a remaining individual-specific valuation for store s and assumed to follow the
distributional assumptions of the nested logit model. Specifically, each store s belongs
to one of G collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive groups, g = 0, · · ·,G where
g = 0 is for the outside good 0. I write ε̄ist ≡ ζigt + (1− ρ)εist where εist follows iid
extreme value distribution and ζigt follows distribution such that ε̄ist follows extreme
value distribution. ρ is the “nesting parameter” which captures within-group correla-
tion and takes value between zero and one. In the estimation, I assign choices into
two different segments (“Mondays-Wednesdays”, and “Thursdays-Sundays”) and one
separate segment for the outside good. I assign stores opening on Thursday into “week-
end” group, because descriptive evidence in Section 3 shows that consumers’ preference
towards Thursdays and Fridays seem to be correlated.
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Utility i gets from an outside option, s = 0, in week t is

ui0t = εi0t.

X contains K number of observed store characteristics including day of week dummies.
pst is daily price index that is a weighted average of prices of all products sold in the state
in 2005. distis is a straight-line distance between consumer i and choice s. Consumers
are assumed to be located at Census tract centroids. Di is d× 1 vector of demographics
including income and race and νi is individual normal draws. Π is a (K + 1)× d matrix
of coefficients that measure how the taste parameters vary with demographics. Finally,
Σ is a (K + 1) × (K + 1) matrix of coefficients measuring how the taste parameters
vary with unobserved individual characteristics. If I assume that P ∗ν (·) is a standard
multivariate normal distribution, then the matrix Σ allows each component of νi to
have a different variance and allows for correlation between these characteristics. For
simplicity, I assume that νi, distis and Di are independent.27

As in Cardell (1997), ζigt can be interpreted as random coefficient on group-specific
dummy variables. Let dsgt be a group dummy variable which equals to one if s belongs
to group g. Letting δst ≡ Xstβ

X + βppst + ξst and µist ≡ βddistis +
∑G
g=1 dsgtζigt +

[Xst, pst, distis](Σνi + ΠDi), equation (2.2) can be rewritten as,

uist = δst + µist + (1− ρ)εist (2.3)

δst is the mean utility of choice s in week t which is common to all consumers. µist
and εist are individual and choice specific terms that capture the effects of the random
coefficients. Furthermore, I define θ1 ≡ (βX ,βp) and θ2 ≡ (βd, Σ, Π, ρ) to be linear and
nonlinear parameters, respectively.

Let probist be conditional probability that consumer i chooses choice s ∈ Cit in week
t. With the distributional assumptions above, I have the following nested logit form:

probist =
exp((δst + βddistis + [Xst, pst, distis](Σνi + ΠDi))/(1− ρ))

exp(Iig/(1− ρ))
exp(Iig)

exp(Ii)
(2.4)

27 See, Nevo (2000)
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where Iig and Ii are “inclusive values” defined as

Iig = (1− ρ)ln
Sg∑
s′=1

exp((δs′t + βddistis′ + [Xs′t, ps′t, distis′ ](Σνi + ΠDi),

Ii = ln(1 +
G∑
g=1

exp(Iig)

and Sg is the number of choices in group g such that
∑G
g=1 Sg = S.

Then, given θ2, market share s can be obtained:

sst =
∫
distis,Di,νi

probistdP
∗(distis,Di, νi; θ2) (2.5)

where P ∗(·) is population distribution function. With random coefficients, predicted
market share s is computed numerically using simulations. Parameters θ1 and θ2 are
then estimated by matching predicted market share s and observed market share S.
Details on estimation procedure is presented in the next section.

2.5 Estimation

2.5.1 Demand Estimation Procedure

Demand estimation closely follows standard procedure described in Berry (1994), BLP
(1995) and Nevo (2000).

Following the notations in Nevo (2000), let Z be set of variables such that

E[Zw(θ∗)] = 0 (2.6)

where w, a function of the model parameters θ, is an error term defined below, and θ∗

is the âĂĲtrue” values of the parameters. Z includes observed choice characteristics
X, state-wide price index pst and additional set of variables that are constructed from
observed characteristicsX. Additional variables are added to give enough set of moment
conditions to identify nonlinear parameters θ2. Note that, I do not instrument for price.
Price index is a state-wide variable and is not likely to be correlated with unobserved
choice characteristics, ξst.
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The GMM estimate is

θ̂ = argminθw(θ)ZΦ−1Z ′w(θ) (2.7)

where Φ is a consistent estimate of E[Z ′ww′Z]. I use inverse of the variance-covariance
matrix of the moments as the weight matrix, Φ−1 to give less weight to those moments
(equations) that have a higher variance.28

To form a GMM objective function as in equation (2.7), I need to express the error
term as an explicit function of the parameters of the model and the data. In order to
do this, I solve for each week t = 1, · · ·, 52 in 2005, the implicit system of equations

s(δt; θ2) = St, t = 1, · · ·, 52 (2.8)

where s(·) is the predicted market share given by equation (2.5), and S is the market
share from the data. The predicted market shares are calculated based on store sales.
Specifically, I calculate the market share of choice s = (j, k) in week t by

Sst =
salesst

over21pop

where salesst is the total bottles sold in choice s in week t and over21pop is the total
number of individuals aged 21 or older in Pennsylvania.

I solve the system of equations (2.8) in two steps. First, I need a way to compute
the left-hand side of equation (2.8), which is defined by equation (2.5). For the ran-
dom coefficient model, the integral defining the market shares have to be computed by
simulation. Given θ2 = (βd,σk,πk, ρ), I approximate the integral in (2.5) by

sst(pt,Xt, δt,Fns; θ2) =
1
ns

ns∑
i=1

probist

where ns is the number of simulation draws. Consumers are drawn proportional to the
over-21 population of each Census tract. Consumers are assumed to be located at the
centroids of Census tracts. Demographic information used includes income and dummy
variable that takes value equal to one if i is black. Income, and race dummy variable
are drawn from P̂ ∗(D) which also differs by Census tracts.

28 Detailed explanations are given in Nevo (2000).
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Next I invert the system of equations (2.8). This is done by using the contraction

mapping as in Berry (1994) and BLP(1995) with a slight modification. That is, given
θ2 = (βd,σk,πk), I compute

δh+1
t = δht + (1− ρ)(lnSt − sst(pt,Xt, δt,Fns; θ2)) t = 1, ..., 52, h = 1, ...,H (2.9)

where s(·) are the predicted market shares computed in the first step, H is the small-
est integer such that ||δHt − δH−1

t || is smaller than some tolerance level, and δHt is the
approximation to δt. Grigolon and Verboven (2014) shows that (2.9) is indeed a con-
traction mapping when ρ is sufficiently high. Once the inversion has been computed,
the error term is defined as

ωst = δst(St; θ2)− (Xstβ
X + βppst) ≡ ξst t = 1, ...,T (2.10)

The value of the estimate in equation (2.7) can be found using a nonlinear search.
Since, θ1 = (βX ,βp) enters equation (2.7) linearly, these parameters can be solved for
and plugged into the rest of the first-order conditions. Therefore, nonlinear search can
be done only for θ2 simplifying the problem.

Specifically, I use two-step approach to estimate parameters θ1 and θ2. In the outer
loop nonlinear search for θ2 is conducted via GMM. In the inner loop, given θ2, δ is
computed by matching predicted and observed shares as in equation (2.9) and once δ
is found, θ1 is estimated from

δ = XβX + βpp+ ξ.

2.5.2 Welfare Measures

This section introduces how the welfare measures employed for the rest of this paper
are estimated. Note that only consumer demand is modeled in this study; thus, aside
from the measure of consumer surplus (CS), all of the other welfare measures are not
obtained by the demand model. Producer surplus (PS), government revenue (GR), and
external cost of alcohol consumptions (EC) are calculated directly from sales data. Ad-
ditional information on store costs is used to calculate producer surplus.
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Consumer Surplus (CS)

Consumer surplus of consumer i is given by

CSi =
log(

∑
t

∑
s∈Cit

exp(δst + µist))

−βpi
(2.11)

where δst ≡ Xstβ
X + βppst + ξst and µist = βddistis + [Xst, pst, distis](Σνi + ΠDi) and

Cit is choice set consumer i is facing in week t as given in equation (2.1). Aggregate
consumer surplus (CS) can be obtained by integrating over all individuals:∫

distis,Di,νi

CSidP
∗(distis,Di, νi; θ2) (2.12)

Change in consumer surplus is measured by the compensating variation (CV ), which
is the dollar amount consumer i needs to be compensated with the new policy, “1”, to
attain the same level of utility as with the old policy, “0”. Following Small and Rosen
(1981), I use the following expression for CV :

CVi =
log(

∑
t

∑
s∈C1

it
exp(δ1

st + µ1
ist))− log(

∑
t

∑
s∈C0

it
exp(δ0

st + µ0
ist))

−βpi
(2.13)

where C1, δ1
st, and µ1

ist are for the new policy “1,” and C0, δ0
st, and µ0

ist are for the old
policy “0.”

Finally, to calculate the change in aggregate CS, I integrate over all individuals,

CV =
∫
Di

∫
νi

CVidF (Di|νi)dF (νi) (2.14)

Producer Surplus (PS)

I calculate variable profit of store j on day t by

πjt = (pt −wt)× qjt

where pt = retail price, wt = wholesale price, and qjt =sales of store j on day t. Then,
PS is obtained by aggregating store variable profit across all stores and fixed costs of
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operating, F laborj and F otherj where F labor is labor cost and F otherj includes rent for space
and distribution costs. Thus, PS is given by,

PS =
∑
t

(
∑
j

πjt − F laborjt )−
∑
j

F otherj (2.15)

I assume that F otherj is the fixed cost of opening a store j and does not vary with opening
days, i.e., ∆F otherj = 0 with changes in store opening days. F laborj =

∑
t F

labor
jt is sum

of daily fixed costs of store j, F laborjt , and therefore, ∆F laborj > 0 with additional store
opening days.

Since I hold fixed the number of stores in counterfactual exercises, F other ≡
∑
j F

other
j

is also fixed. I infer F other from the aggregate data on store costs reported by PLCB.
I calculate daily labor fixed cost, F laborjt , for each store using both the aggregate-level
information on labor cost and store-level information on the number of workers and the
hours of operation. Appendix B provides details on the calculation of the labor costs.

Government Revenue (GR)

As introduced in Section 2, the PLCB applies uniform mark up to wholesale prices to
determine retail prices. Retail price also includes 18% liquor tax. In addition, consumer
pays 6% state sales tax. Therefore, government revenue from liquor and sales tax (GR)
is simply,

GR =
∑
j

∑
t

{(0.18× ppretaxt × qjt) + (0.06× pt × qjt)}

where ppretaxt is pre-tax retail price and pt is post-tax retail price. With the state being
the monopolist, the sum of PS and GR will be the surplus that goes to the government.

External Cost of Alcohol Consumption (EC)

Consumption of alcoholic beverages incur additional social costs. To account for the
negative externalities generated by alcohol consumption, an external cost (EC) is added
that is linear with the number of bottles sold. Various studies have reported on social
cost of alcohol consumption. Sacks et al. (2013) report the cost of excessive alcohol
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use29 in 2006 to be $1.81 per standard drink.30

To calculate external cost in Pennsylvania, the information on products sold in
PLCB stores is used to calculate the external cost per excessive use of “average bottles”
sold in Pennsylvania ($9.84 per bottle). Then, this cost is multiplied by the percentage
of excessive alcohol use to obtain the external cost per “average bottle” (ec). Under
the assumption that 20.6% of alcohol consumption is due to excessive drinking,31 the
external cost per “average bottle” amounts to $2.02 in Pennsylvania. Therefore, total
external cost (EC) to the state is,

EC =
∑
j

∑
t

2.02× qjt.

Total Surplus (TS)

Total surplus (TS) for the state depends on consumer surplus (CS), producer surplus
(PS), government revenue from liquor and sales tax (GR), and external cost of alcohol
consumption (EC):

TS = CS + PS +GR−EC

Note that, the last two terms, tax revenue (GR) and external cost (EC), are both linear
in “average bottle” sold. Moreover, per average bottle, the tax revenue exceeds external
cost.32 Therefore, an increase in sales leads to increase in the last two terms combined.

2.6 Results

The results of demand estimation are presented in Table 2.6. First, the signs of the
key coefficients are as expected: the price and distance coefficients are negative and

29 Excessive alcohol consumption defined as binge drinking, heavy drinking, any alcohol consumption
by young aged and any alcohol consumption by pregnant women.

30 See http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/alcohol-health/overview-alcohol-consumption/what-standard-
drink for the definition of standard drink given by National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

31 Center for disease control and prevention reports prevalence of binge and heavy drinking by state.
See http://www.cdc.gov/brfss/brfssprevalence/

32 Per average bottle, tax revenue amounts to $2.63 and external cost is $2.02.
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statistically significant.

The implied store-level and industry-level price elasticities of demand are -2.5 and
-1.8, respectively.33 Store-level price elasticity refers to measuring the responsiveness
in demand for a store when that store changes prices only by itself while all of the
other stores charge for the same price. Such scenario is a hypothetical situation that
would never occur in Pennsylvania, as PLCB sets the same price across all stores, and
the elasticity reflects the willingness of consumers to substitute between stores when
facing different levels of price at a given point in time. By contrast, industry-level price
elasticity is calculated by measuring the responsiveness in demand for all liquor stores
when all of the stores are changing the price by the same amount. As such, this elasticity
denotes the extensive margin of liquor consumption in response to the change in price.34

As expected, store-level elasticity is larger in magnitude compared with industry-level
elasticity.

There are extensive literature on the elasticity of demand for liquor. Fogarty (2008)
reviews and summarizes the massive literature on price elasticity estimations for liquor,
and reports that the price elasticities for wine range from 0.82 to -3.00 with a mean
value of -0.65 and those for spirits range from 0.37 to -4.65 with a mean value of -0.73.
The majority of previous studies report that the demand for liquor is inelastic: 83%
for wine and 78% for spirits among the studies reviewed in Fogarty (2008). Seim and
Waldfogel (2013) also investigate the liquor market in Pennsylvania and finds demand
to be slightly less elastic: reported price elasticities range from -1.2 to -1.5 depending on
the demand specifications. However, the elasticities reported in Table 2.6 are computed
on the basis of store choice35 and not on the basis of liquor consumption. Smith
(2004) reports firm-level price elasticity with the use of a store choice framework for the
supermarket industry. He finds that the price elasticity at the firm level ranges from
-9.4 to -7.0.

The estimated parameter for distance denotes the travel cost of $2.39 per mile for
33 Store-level elasticity is average across all stores and weeks. Industry-level elasticity is average

across all weeks.
34 As noted earlier, PLCB stores only carry wine and spirits. Therefore, this includes consumer

substitution to grocery stores or bars that sell beer.
35 Seim and Waldfogel (2013) abstract away from store choice by assuming each store serves nearest

consumers.
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non-black consumers with baseline income.36 For the distance elasticity of demand,
the store-level and industry-level estimates are -3.0 and -2.2, respectively. The travel cost
estimated in the present study is relatively higher than that reported in the literature.
For example, Davis (2006) estimates travel cost to be low: a consumer who travels a
total of 2 miles incurs a travel cost of approximately 32 cents per mile of great-circle
distance. In contrast, Thomadsen (2005) reports a travel cost of $2.97 per mile of
driving distance. Seim and Waldfogel (2013) report a travel cost of $0.84 per straight-
line distance, which is lower than the estimate reported in the present paper.

The coefficients on the days of the week variables suggest that consumers prefer to
shop on Saturdays and Fridays. Consumers, who have baseline income and are non-
black, are willing to pay $1.2 to shop on Saturdays rather than Mondays, which is the
benchmark. Similarly, these consumers are willing to pay $0.1 to shop on Sundays rather
than Mondays. Tuesdays and Mondays are the least preferred days by consumers, and
Sunday shopping is more preferred compared to these days of week.

Finally, nesting parameter, ρ, is highly significant with magnitude of 0.6, suggesting
that within-group correlation is high.37

2.7 Counterfactuals

A number of counterfactual experiments based on the demand estimates are conducted
to evaluate alternative policies on store operating hours, particularly on welfare impli-
cations of Sunday openings. First, the welfare with (i) no stores open on Sundays and
that with (ii) all stores open on Sundays are calculated and compared with the welfare
under actual store configurations in 2005. Then, the entry decisions by different deci-
sion makers are examined to predict the number of Sunday-opening stores. Specifically,
the number of Sunday-opening stores is approximated with (i) the welfare-maximizing
planner, (ii) the state-run monopolist, and (iii) individual stores.

36 I calculate the travel cost by dividing the coefficient on distance(βd) by the coefficient on price
(βp), following the approach described in Train (2009).

37 The nesting parameter captures heterogeneity relating to the days of week. Therefore, I did not
include random coefficients (σ) for the days of week variables in the demand specification.
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2.7.1 Policy Experiments: Two Extremes

The PLCB, on average, operated 21% of its stores on Sundays in 2005. Two extreme
policies on Sunday openings are considered to quantify welfare effects of store hours.
The first is the policy in which all Sunday sales are banned. That is, stores that actually
operated on Sundays are shut down in the simulation of consumer choices. The second
is the policy in which all stores are forced to open on Sundays. Specifically, for each
week in 2005, any store that records at least one day of sale will be forced to open
on Sundays. Then, consumer choices are simulated with the expanded choice set. For
both experiments, consumer choices are simulated while other factors being hold fixed.
Specifically, hours of operation for other days of the week, price, tax rates and wage for
workers all remain unchanged.

As noted above, consumers can make changes in three ways in response to changes
in store hours. With longer store hours, consumers can (i) substitute from an “outside
option,” (ii) substitute between stores, and (iii) substitute between days of the week.
Changes in consumer behaviors can be examined by simulating the consumer choices.
Table 2.7 reports the state-wide sales under alternative policies. The result suggests
that consumers purchase more with an increase in the number of Sunday-opening stores.
When stores that were actually open on Sundays are shut down, state-wide sales de-
crease by 2.3% compared to the actual level. When all stores are forced to open on
Sundays, sales increase by 4.3% compared to the actual level and 6.8% compared to the
complete ban on Sunday sales. These findings suggest that consumers are responsive to
increased convenience.

Next, two intensive margins of change in consumer behavior are examined. In par-
ticular, I consider the first policy change where the government completely bans Sunday
sales. For this purpose, the store-level sales in the actual and counterfactual worlds are
compared to find out consumer substitution between days of the week within a store and
between stores. To this end, I consider non-Sunday sales only and assign each choice,
s = (j, k), into two groups. The first group consists of non-Sunday sales of Sunday
stores. Specifically, the first group, A, is given by

A = {s = (j, k)|j open on Sunday in week t, k 6= Sun.}.
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The second group, B consists of sales of non-Sunday stores:

B = {s = (j, k)|j not open on Sunday in week t}.

For each group, the average of the change in sales from “no Sunday stores” to the actual
is calculated. The changes in sales are reported in Table 2.8, which suggests that when a
store opens on Sundays, sales of the same store on other days of week are affected more
than those of other stores. Sales of the same stores on other days of week decreases by
approximately six times more, on average, compared to those of other stores. Consumers
are more willing to substitute between days of the week than between stores.

Next, the welfare is evaluated under the two extreme policies. Table 2.9 reports
each of the welfare measures, namely, consumer surplus (CS), producer surplus (PS),
sum of producer surplus and government revenue (GR), total surplus (TS) without
external cost (EC), and total surplus. Given that the state is monopolist, the sum of
producer surplus and government revenue (PS + GR) is the total surplus that goes
to the state, which is collectively termed as “total government surplus.” As expected,
consumer surplus increases with more Sunday-opening stores. Going from“no Sun.”
to “all Sun.”, consumer surplus is increased by 6.0%. Producer surplus is lowest with
all stores opening on Sundays: stores open even when additional labor costs are not
covered by extra revenue. Total government surplus, however, is highest with all stores
opening on Sundays: Sunday opening generates significant amount of new sales and
predominates the negative effect on producer surplus. Total surplus is also highest with
all stores opening on Sundays. Going from “actual” to “all Sun.”, consumer surplus
and government revenue increase, whereas producer surplus decreases and external cost
increases. The effect on government revenue and consumer surplus is greater than that
on producer surplus and external cost. Note that going from“no Sun” to “actual” both
consumers and the producer are better off. Consumer surplus, producer surplus, and
government revenue all increase with the change.

2.7.2 Alternative Entry Regimes

Next, entry outcomes are studied in the context of Sunday openings for various decision
makers. In particular, Sunday opening of a store is treated as an entry in the prediction
of the number of Sunday stores. Entry outcomes can vary depending on who is making
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the decision and what objectives they have. I consider three different levels of decision
making: (i) welfare-maximizing social planner, (ii) a state-run monopolist, and (iii)
individual stores. Because there are multiple stores in this environment, individual
store owners make potentially different decisions from the monopolist. It is natural to
think that a state-run monopolist and individual stores have different objectives. More
specifically, the state-run monopolist potentially cares about both profits from all stores
and tax revenue38 , whereas an individual store owner only cares about the profit.

Welfare-Maximizing Planner

Consider planner’s problem where the planner chooses stores to be open on Sundays in
order to maximize total surplus. I assume the planner only makes decision on Sunday
opening holding the total number of stores and opening on other days of week fixed.
For simplicity, I also assume stores are either open or closed on Sundays for the whole
year. That is, stores are not allowed to open on Sundays only for the part of the weeks.
Then, the planner solves

max(x1,···,xJ )∈XTS(x) = CS(x) + PS(x) +GR(x)−EC(x) (2.16)

where X = {(x1, · · ·,xJ )|xj = 1, if store j opens on Sundays; 0, otherwise}. However,
the solution to the problem can be hard to compute with many stores. For each store,
j = 1, · · ·, J , the planner has two choices: “open on Sundays” or “not open on Sundays.”
This leads to 2J number of choices for the planner. For this particular application, there
are more than 600 stores.

Instead of solving the maximization problem above, I employ an alternative algo-
rithm39 that is less computationally burdensome. I closely follow “sequential myopic
entry (SME)” approach in Seim and Waldfogel (2013) to approximate the optimal num-
ber of Sunday stores. Specifically, I fix the number of stores and let all stores open on
Sundays. I shut down a store on Sundays which gives maximum incremental total sur-
plus by doing so. I keep removing stores on Sundays until the change in total surplus
is negative for all remaining stores. Each time a store is closed on Sundays, I check

38 All tax moneys collected and all revenues remaining, after PLCB operating expenses and payments
to other Commonwealth Agencies, are transferred to the State Treasury. Therefore, I consider state-run
monopolist who maximizes the sum of tax revenue and store profits.

39 See Daskin (1995) and Seim and Waldfogel (2013).
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whether total surplus can be increased by re-adding any previously shut down stores on
Sundays.40

In general, the number of Sunday stores predicted by this algorithm is not the same
as the exact solution to the problem given in equation (2.16). In the algorithm, the
marginal benefit of each exit is evaluated at the number of stores operating at the
time of exit decision, rather than the optimum. Marginal benefit of shutting down a
store on total surplus is overestimated. Marginal loss on consumer surplus is smaller in
magnitude with many operating on Sundays. Marginal benefit on producer surplus is
higher when evaluated at more number of stores on Sundays: by shutting down a store,
can save labor costs while most of sales are transferred to neighboring stores. In other
words, consumers substitute to an outside option less frequently when many stores are
operating. Net benefit on government revenue and external cost is also overestimated
for the same reason.41

Exact solution to (2.16) can be solved for when the number of stores are small. In
Appendix C.2, I compare the exact solutions with approximations for selected counties.
The results show that the approximation is close to the exact solution.

State-Run Monopolist

Entry decision can be made by the monopolist who operates multiple numbers of stores.
This is especially relevant as all liquor stores in Pennsylvania are operated by PLCB.
I assume that the objective of the monopolist is to maximize the total government
surplus: PS + GR. The entry outcome with government surplus-maximizing monopolist
is predicted by applying the same algorithm as in the planner case but with total
government surplus, PS + GR, instead of total surplus, TS.

Individual Stores

Lastly, I consider a free entry outcome with profit-maximizing-stores. The possible
loss in efficiency under free entry with private stores is an important question to pol-
icy makers. Classic theoretical works (Mankiw and Whinston 1986; Dixit and Stiglitz

40 See appendix C.1 for details.
41 Net effect of additional bottle sold on government revenue and external cost is positive with the

specification. Government revenue is greater than external cost in magnitude, per bottle.
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1977) suggest that, with homogeneous products, free entry can lead to excess entry,
which generates efficiency loss. With stores being differentiated by location and other
characteristics, the lack of entry is also a theoretical possibility. As Dixit and Stiglitz
(1977) points out, the outcome will differ depending on the details of the cost structure
and consumer demand functions.

However, there exists a challenge in predicting the market outcome with private free
entry. Prices are set and fixed by the state legislature, thereby limiting the extent to
which the outcome can be predicted with private stores. When deregulated, stores will
not only compete in store hours but also in prices. After deregulation, price is likely
to change in result of the competition.42 Moreover, labor cost is also likely to be
changed. As noted in Section 2.1.3, PLCB stores employ unionized workers and pay
union wages. With private Pennsylvania, it is likely that stores make changes on the
number of workers and the wage they receive.

I abstract from these and assume that stores continue to charge the regulated price
and hire the same number of workers at the same wage. I predict the free entry outcome
with profit-maximizing stores by employing a sequential myopic algorithm similar to the
one used above. To predict the number of Sunday stores with profit-maximizing stores,
an equilibrium with simultaneous-move game, where stores decide whether to open on
Sundays, needs to be computed. With homogeneous goods, the condition for free entry
equilibrium is that each of J stores make positive profit while (J + 1) would not be.43

Given that entry is considered in terms of Sunday openings only, the condition needs
to be modified. Note that the profit of store j, (PSj) includes the profit collected from
all days of week. Therefore, store j can potentially find it profitable to open on Sun-
days even when its Sunday-profit is negative. If not open on Sundays, it is possible to
lose even more profits provided that consumers are substituting to the rival stores who
are open on Sundays. Therefore, the entry decision by individual store is based on its
profit generated from all days of week rather than Sunday alone. To predict the entry
outcome with individual stores, I apply the same algorithm as in the planner case but
with individual store profit, PSj , instead of total surplus, TS.

Like the previous cases, the entry outcome of the algorithm is generally not the same
42 Seo (2015) finds that price increases after privatization in Washington state due to increase in tax.

Reddy (2012) finds that price decreases after liberalization of store hours in Germany.
43 See for example, Bresnahan and Reiss (1991)
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as the entry outcome at an equilibrium of a simultaneous move game. In the algorithm,
each store owner makes exit decision based on existing Sunday openings without con-
sidering the effect of subsequent exits by other stores. Although the predictions using
the algorithm are not the same as free entry equilibrium, if J̃ number of stores find it
profitable to be open on Sundays simultaneously, then at least J̃ stores will be operating
on Sundays at a free entry equilibrium.

Comparison of Entry Outcomes

Table 2.10 summarizes the entry predictions made by all three decision makers. The
optimal number of Sunday stores, chosen by the welfare-maximizing social planner on
an average week is 463, which accounts for 75% of all stores. Therefore, the optimal
number of Sunday stores is more than three times the actual number. With the opti-
mal number of Sunday stores, total surplus increases by 1.3% compared to actual store
configuration. The gain in total surplus comes from the increase in consumer surplus
(2.8%) and total government surplus (1.8%). Producer surplus (PS) is lower compared
to the actual. However, the increase in tax revenue (GR) predominates the effect on
store profits.

The next column reports the predictions with the monopolist who maximizes total
government surplus, PS + GR. The monopolist operates 557 stores on Sundays, which
accounts for 90% of all stores. Thus, the entry with the monopolist leads to even more
Sunday stores than the entry with the planner. In general, the entry with the monop-
olist differs from that with the planner because the monopolist ignores the effects on
consumer surplus and external costs. The result suggests that there is a cut-off num-
ber of Sunday stores (= optimal number of Sunday stores) at which any extra Sunday
opening above this level would cause the increase in external cost to be greater than
the increases in total government surplus and consumer surplus. In addition, the cut-off
number is less than the number of Sunday stores the monopolist would choose. Although
the monopolist operates more Sunday stores than the planner, not all stores are open
on Sundays. With more Sunday stores, consumers purchase more (extensive margin of
consumer substitution) and additional tax is collected. This effect is outweighed by the
decrease in store profits as more stores are open on Sundays: inefficient stores opening
on Sundays lower producer surplus while generating only a small increase in amount of
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tax collected.

The number of Sunday stores with the monopolist is significantly higher than the
actual number. This seems to be consistent with the actual entry decisions by PLCB,
which operates as many stores as permitted by the law. When PLCB was allowed to
open up to 10% of its stores in 2003, PLCB operated 10% of its stores on Sundays. A
similar pattern was observed when PLCB was allowed to open up to 25% of its stores
on Sundays in February, 2005. PLCB first chose to operate 20% of its stores on Sun-
days and by the end of the year, it decided to open 25% of its stores on Sundays.44

This pattern, combined with the entry predictions of this study, suggests that the
law limiting the number of Sunday stores is binding. Lastly, the set of stores the mo-
nopolist operates on Sundays includes all stores that actually operated which suggests
that PLCB is successful in choosing the stores to open on Sundays to maximize total
government surplus.

Finally, free entry outcome with profit-maximizing stores is reported on the last
column of Table 2.10. The number of Sunday stores in this scenario is 285 or 47% of all
stores. Given that most of the total government surplus is coming from the tax revenue,
less than half of the stores find it profitable to open on Sundays. The number, however,
is still higher than the actual number of 131.

When decisions are made at the individual store-level, more stores are likely to oper-
ate on Sundays compared to the number of Sunday stores a monopolist would operate.
The reason for more entry is that individual stores do not internalize business stealing by
rival stores. To make the “fair” comparison, entry outcomes are examined for individual
stores under the assumption that each maximizes the total government surplus, PS +
GR. Table 2.11 reports the result. With individual stores making the entry decisions,
616 stores open on Sundays, which accounts for 99% of all stores. Individual stores do
not internalize business stealing effects by other stores and this leads to excess entry.
Only the stores that are relatively isolated, thus do not have to worry about losing sales
to rival stores, and gain only a small amount of revenue on Sundays exit. With the
monopolist, the number decreases to 90%: by internalizing the business stealing effects,
the monopolist now shuts down the stores on Sundays that are less profitable.

44 The number of Sunday stores after 2005 stayed relatively constant. The number of Sunday stores
in 2015 is close to the cap which is 25% of all stores.
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Table 2.12 compares all four outcomes with brief explanations on why the number

of Sunday stores differ. Unlike the planner, the monopolist does not consider the de-
crease in consumer surplus and the increase in external costs by opening more stores on
Sundays. The planner opens fewer stores on Sundays, suggesting that the effect on con-
sumer surplus is predominated by the effect on external cost. The difference between
the government surplus-maximizing monopolist and the individual stores stems from
the fact that stores do not internalize business stealing effects by rival stores. Entry
decisions by individual stores lead to more entry. When individual stores maximize
store profits, it leads to fewer Sunday entries. This is because the largest portion of
the increase in total government surplus (PS + GR) with the increase in the number of
Sunday stores came from the additional tax revenue. Since profit-maximizing stores do
not get tax revenue collected, more stores find it unprofitable to stay open on Sundays.

2.8 Conclusion

This paper examines the welfare effects of change in Sunday opening regulations, which
is unclear, a priori. Consumers are better off with longer store hours whereas producers
can be better off or worse off depending on consumer preferences and market structure.
Therefore, I empirically studied the welfare effects of store hours. In particular, I an-
alyzed the liquor market in Pennsylvania as an example. In 2003 and 2005, the state
introduced changes in the law regarding Sunday openings of liquor stores. Moreover,
access to detailed information on store sales as well as other store characteristics allowed
me to observe consumer behaviors in terms of store sales before and after the policy
change.

To directly quantify the welfare benefits of the change in policy, I explicitly modeled
consumer demand to capture all possible margins in consumer substitution suggested
by the data. Using the store-level panel and demographic information from the Cen-
sus, I estimated the model with random coefficients. By using the demand estimates,
I conducted a series of policy experiments to evaluate alternative policies. The results
show that completely banning Sunday opening of liquor stores decreases total surplus
by 2.5% compared to the actual store configurations. Forcing all stores to be open on
Sundays increases total surplus by 0.1% compared to the actual.
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Finally, I predicted the entry outcomes, in context of Sunday openings, with differ-

ent decision makers. I showed that the welfare-maximizing number of Sunday stores is
higher than the actual number by a factor of 3.5. Moreover, the monopolist, who max-
imizes the sum of store profits and tax revenue, operates even more stores on Sundays.
Free entry outcomes with atomistic stores are also analyzed. I found that 99.4% of stores
open on Sundays when each store collects tax on top of operating profits. When stores
only keep operating profits, this number decreases to 47.3%. The number of Sunday
stores and total surplus in both cases, however, is greater than the actual level.

Although this paper provides predictions on the store hours with free entry, the
ability to examine free entry outcomes in the private system is limited by the fact that
all stores are charging the same price and paying workers at the same rate. To predict
the number of Sunday stores with free entry, I assumed stores only choose whether to
open on Sundays or not, holding fixed the number of stores, price, tax rate, labor cost
and the size of each store. All of these factors can potentially change in the private
system. Ideally, these factors should be considered to predict the free entry outcome in
the private system.

Provided that consumers in Pennsylvania are “similar” to consumers in other states,
private entry outcomes can be predicted using the demand estimates from this study.
Applying the approach proposed in this study to private markets will be a way to extend
the current study.
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Table 2.1: Store Revenue and Store Characteristics

All Stores (N=630)a
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Avg. Daily Sales 432.84 314.07 23.43 1811.98
Avg. Daily Revenue($) 5285.43 4180.57 253.97 25253.90
Square Footage 4443.14 2559.93 750.00 17764.00
Product Varietyb 1409.39 717.91 148.42 3990.42
Avg. Open Days/week 5.91 0.67 2.94 6.84

Sun. Stores (N=165)c
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Avg. Daily Sales 769.48 366.33 172.73 1811.98
Avg. Daily Revenue($) 9798.96 5107.08 1979.58 25253.90
Square Footage 6996.81 3026.42 2700.00 17764.00
Product Variety 2249.56 693.10 955.00 3990.42
Avg. Open Days/week 6.61 0.35 4.33 6.84

a c Sample consists of all stores operated in 2005. Sunday Stores are
stores with at least one non-zero sales record on Sundays in 2005.
bProduct variety is measured by counting number of distinct products
sold in each store within four weeks time radius. Reported number is
average of these values.

Table 2.2: Sales by Day of Week

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
State-wide Sales (thousands) 3,410 8,119 9,698 11,410 12,364 20,524 21,729
Day of Week Shares 0.0391 0.0931 0.1111 0.1308 0.1417 0.2352 0.2490
# Store (Weekly Avg.) 131.000 587.196 607.404 600.789 606.510 617.289 628.431

Sample consists of all stores operated in 2005.
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Table 2.3: Change in State-wide Sales: 2004 vs. 2005

2004

Weeks 1-5 Weeks 6-12 % Change

Weekly Sale 1,245,990 1,392,897 11.79
Per-store Sale 357.18 383.42 7.35

# Stores 632.80 629.86 -0.47
# Sunday Stores 63.00 62.57 -0.68
Pricea 8.01 7.95 -0.69

2005

Weeks 1-5 Weeks 6-12 % Change

Weekly Sale 1,296,991 1,504,801 16.02
Per-store Sale 369.64 402.89 9.00

# Stores 634.00 635.14 0.18
# Sunday Stores 66.00 126.86 92.21
Price 7.81 7.80 -0.21

aState-bundle prices calculated using a yearly-fixed weight
and expressed in 2000 U.S $
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Table 2.4: Effect of Sunday Opening on Own Sales (2004 vs. 2005)

Weeks with No Sunday Openinga

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
Avg. Sales per Store - 409.01 423.20 472.82 505.93 809.14 898.85
Day of Week Share - 0.116 0.120 0.134 0.144 0.230 0.255

Weeks with Sunday Openingb

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
Avg. Sales per Store 261.46 416.13 429.04 480.94 576.58 922.45 899.74
Day of Week Share 0.066 0.104 0.108 0.121 0.145 0.231 0.226

% Change in Sale - 1.74 1.38 1.72 13.96 14.00 0.10
% Change in Share - -10.19 -10.50 -10.21 0.60 0.40 -11.64

Based on daily sales of 34 stores with no Sunday sales in 2004 and positive Sunday
sales in 2005.
a b Weeks with no Sunday openings are weeks 6, 9-12, 14-16, 18-21, 23-26, 28-35, 37-40,
42, 43, 45 and 49-51 in 2004. Weeks with Sunday openings are the same weeks in 2005.
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Table 2.5: Sales by Day of Week for Selected Storesa

Sunday Storesb

Sunday Stores - Weeks with No Sunday Opening

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
Avg. Sales per Store - 403.44 399.29 457.81 486.56 823.69 865.31
Day of Week Share - 0.117 0.116 0.133 0.142 0.240 0.252

Sunday Stores - Weeks with Sunday Opening

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
Avg. Sales per Store 235.37 406.05 426.05 477.14 567.52 955.95 884.51
Day of Week Share 0.060 0.103 0.108 0.121 0.144 0.242 0.224

% Change in Sales - 0.7 6.7 4.2 16.6 16.1 2.2
% Change in Day of Week Share - -12.5 -7.2 -9.4 1.4 0.9 -11.1

Non-Sunday Storesc

Non-Sunday Stores - Weeks with No Sunday Opening

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
Avg. Sales per Store - 203.57 208.09 252.99 279.41 430.33 473.81
Day of Week Share - 0.110 0.113 0.137 0.151 0.233 0.256

Non-Sunday Stores - Weeks with Sunday Opening

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
Avg. Sales per Store - 214.04 218.30 268.05 325.94 519.76 492.56
Day of Week Share - 0.105 0.107 0.131 0.160 0.255 0.242

% Change in Sales - 5.1 4.9 6.0 16.7 20.8 4.0
% Change in Day of Week Share - -4.7 -4.9 -3.9 5.8 9.5 -5.8

a Weeks with no Sunday openings are weeks 6, 9-12, 14-16, 18-21, 23-26, 28-35, 37-40, 42, 43,
45 and 49-51 in 2004. Weeks with Sunday openings are the same weeks in 2005.
b Sunday stores are 6 stores which operated on Sundays in 2005 in selected ’markets’ as
described in Section 3.2.
c Rival stores are 6 stores which did not operate on Sundays in 2004 and 2005 with Sunday
stores nearby.
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Table 2.6: Demand Model Estimates

Variable Means Standard Deviations Interactions with Demographics

Income Black

Pricea -0.596 0.078 0.319 -0.244
(0.014) (0.338) (0.025) (0.103)

Tuesday -0.029b – – –
(0.011)

Wednesday 0.236b – – –
(0.039)

Thursday 0.285b – – –
(0.047)

Friday 0.694b – 0.155 0.031
(0.009) (0.010) (0.194)

Saturday 0.719b – 0.358 -0.483
(0.015) (0.015) (0.101)

Sunday 0.067b – 0.250 0.331
(0.006) (0.018) (0.119)

Square Footage 0.214b 0.201 – –
(0.057) (0.181)

Distance -1.422 1.381 -0.905 -0.152
(0.130) (0.214) (0.264) (0.007)

Nesting Parameter (ρ) 0.618 – – –
(0.033)

Store-level Price ε -2.514
Industry-level Price ε -1.851
Store-level Distance ε -3.029
Industry-level Distance ε -2.173
Travel Cost $2.39/mile

Sample consists of 190,839 (store, day of week) observations in 2005.
aState-bundle prices use a fixed weight for computing the price index and vary only by time
and not across stores.
b Estimates from a minimum-distance procedure.
Holiday Week dummies for weeks 1(New Year’s), 26(Independence Day), 47(Thanksgiving),
50-52(Christmas through New Year’s Eve) and holiday dummies for Memorial Day (May 28,
2005), days close to Independence Day (June 30, July 1- July 3, 2005), Labor Day (September
3, 2005), and days around Thanksgiving (November 23-26, 2005) included.
Parameters are GMM estimates unless noted otherwise.
Asymptotically robust standard errors are given in parentheses.
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Table 2.7: Consumer Substitution: Extensive Margin

% Change

Actual No Sun. All Sun. Actual/No Sun. Actual/All Sun. No Sun./All Sun.

State-wide Sales 87.25 85.21 90.97 -2.3 4.3 6.8

Sales in millions.

Table 2.8: Consumer Substitution: Day of Week vs. Store

% Change in Sale

No Sun./Actual N

Sunday store on other days of week -5.4 38,470

Non-Sunday store -0.9 145,819

Each observation is a pair, (store, day of week).
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Table 2.9: Welfare Changes: No Sun. vs. All Sun.

% Change

Actual No Sun. All Sun. Actual/No Sun. Actual/All Sun. No Sun./All Sun.

CS 77.97 76.22 80.80 -2.2 3.6 6.0

PS 59.94 58.09 55.91 -3.1 -6.7 -3.8

PS+GR 289.66 282.52 295.57 -2.5 2.0 4.6

TS 191.38 186.55 192.49 -2.5 0.1 3.1

Welfare measures in millions of U.S $.
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Table 2.10: Entry Predictions: Number of Sunday Stores

Actual TS Max. Planner PS+GR Max. Monopolist PS Max. Individual Stores

# Sun. stores 131.00 462.89 557.31 285.14
% Sun. stores 21.1 74.7 89.9 46.0

% Change from Actual

Actual TS Max. Planner PS+GR Max. Monopolist PS Max. Individual Stores

CS 77.97 2.8 3.3 1.0

PS 59.94 -2.2 -5.4 0.5

PS+GR 289.66 1.8 2.2 1.6

TS 191.38 1.3 0.9 1.1

Welfare measures in millions of U.S $.
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Table 2.11: Effect of Business Stealing

PS+GR Max. Monopolist PS+GR Max. Individual Stores % Change

# Sun. stores 557.31 616.21 10.6
% Sun. stores 89.9 99.4 10.6

CS 80.58 80.77 0.2

PS 56.72 55.93 -1.4

PS + GR 296.05 295.46 -0.2

TS 193.18 192.45 -0.4

Welfare measures in millions of U.S $.

Table 2.12: Entry Predictions: Summary

Decision made by: Planner
−→

Monopolist
−→

Individual
−→

Individual

Stores Stores

Objectives: TS PS+GR PS+GR PS

CS, EC ignored Do not internalize GR ignored

business stealing effect

# Sun. stores 462.89 557.31 616.21 285.14

% Sun. stores 74.7 89.9 99.4 47.3
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Figure 2.1: Map of All Liquor Stores in PA, 2005

Figure 2.2: Number of Sunday Stores by Week (2003-2005)
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(a) Sunday Stores in January, 2003 (b) Sunday Stores in February, 2003

(c) Sunday Stores in February, 2005 (d) Sunday Stores in December, 2005

Figure 2.3: Change in the Number of Sunday-opening stores
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Figure 2.4: Total bottles sold (1,000)

Figure 2.5: Average bottles sold
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3.1 Introduction

Restrictions on opening hours have been largely defended by the argument that they
can provide a communal leisure (Burda and Weil 2005) and protect small retailers from
larger stores (Tanguay et al. 1995; Clemenz 1990). It is well known that certain interest
groups lobby to keep the regulation.1 Some argue that such regulation only benefits
small independent retailers while doing harm to consumers by generating inconveniences
as well as large retail stores who would prefer to operate on Sundays. While store hour
regulation that only applies to large stores is rarely observed in the U.S., some countries
go even further and implement policies that imposes certain type of restrictions only to
large stores in order to protect small stores. There is variation across countries both in
terms of strictness of the regulation and definition of what represents a large store but
store hour restrictions on large stores are commonly observed practice.2

This paper examines the welfare effect of Sunday opening regulations on liquor
stores. Using liquor store information for Florida, I first provide direct evidence that
counties with a lot of small-sized stores tend to have more restrictive hour restrictions,
especially on Sunday trading. To directly quantify the effect of Sunday sales regulation
on large and small stores as well as on consumer surplus and government revenue,
using the demand model estimates from Chapter 2, I conduct a series of counterfactual
experiments. In particular, I consider two different policies regarding Sunday openings:
(i) all stores are not allowed to open on Sundays, and (ii) only large stores are not
allowed to operate on Sundays. I find that, compared to the free entry case where all
stores are free to choose Sunday operation, large stores’ surplus decrease by 7% and
small stores’ surplus decrease by 1%. This is in contrast to conventional wisdom that
store hour regulation benefits small stores. This result follows from the large market
expansion effect of Sunday operation, i.e. consumers purchase more when stores open
on Sundays. In liquor market in Pennsylvania, stores are better off with deregulation
since stores enjoy extra revenue that exceeds cost of operating on Sundays. However,

1 For a newspaper article on lobbying by a liquor store association in Minneota, see https://www.minnpost.
com/politics-policy/2015/04/allowing-sunday-liquor-sales-probably-going-fail-again-state-legislature-her.

2 For example, Hungary regulates Sunday operation so that only the stores that are smaller than
2,200 sqft can choose to open on Sundays. Finland has similar restrictions for stores larger than 4,300
sqft. South Korea also has hour restriction that only applies to big box chain stores in order to protect
small retailers.

https://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2015/04/allowing-sunday-liquor-sales-probably-going-fail-again-state-legislature-her
https://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2015/04/allowing-sunday-liquor-sales-probably-going-fail-again-state-legislature-her
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even in this case where there is significant market expansion effect, it is still the case
that small stores benefit, in a relative sense, compared to large stores.

I also quantify the welfare effects of the government policy regulating Sunday sales
of large stores. I find that when large stores are not allowed to open on Sundays, more
small stores operate on Sundays compared to the free entry case where all stores are
free to open on Sundays. Specifically, the number of small stores open on Sundays
increase from 179 to 263. Moreover, surplus of small stores increase by 6% whereas
that of large stores decrease by 9% after the regulation. I also quantify the effect of the
regulation on consumer surplus and government revenue. I show that with introduction
of the regulation, consumer surplus and government tax revenue both decrease since
the number of stores opening on Sundays drops. In sum, I find that the large store
regulation benefits small stores but harms economic efficiency as surplus of large stores,
consumers and government decrease after the regulation. However, I show that the large
store regulation results in higher total surplus than the actual policy in Pennsylvania
where 20% of stores selected by the state are operating on Sundays. When small stores
are free to choose Sunday operation, due to large market expansion effect, 53% of small
stores or 43% of all stores find it profitable to be open on Sundays. With more stores
open on Sundays, consumer surplus and tax revenue also increase which gives higher
total surplus with the regulation compared to the actual policy.

This study contributes to the broad literature on the effect of the shopping hour
regulations. Many researchers have theoretically investigated the effect of store hour
regulations on store competition and welfare (Morrison and Newman 1983l Tanguay et
al. 1995; Inderst and Irmen 2005; Wenzel 2011). Morrison and Newman (1983) and
Tanguay et al. (1995) show that deregulation leads to a redistribution of sales from
small stores to large stores since consumers face reduced cost of shopping time. Inderst
and Irmen (2005) consider competition between large and small retailers where opening
hour is one of the choice variables for the stores. Wenzel (2011) finds that efficiency
differences between retail chain and independent competitor is important and store hour
deregulation can potentially benefit small stores provided that the efficiency difference
is small.

There are also previous research that have examined the effect of store hour regula-
tions empirically (Morrison and Newman 1983; Tanguay et al. 1995; Williamson et al.
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2006; Reddy 2012). Morrison and Newman (1983) show that market share of large chain
stores increased after the deregulation of shopping hours in Vancouver, Canada in De-
cember of 1978 and 1979. Tanguay et al. (1995) show that the store hour deregulation
in Quebec, Canada led to price increase at large stores. On the contrary, Williamson
et al. (2006) and Reddy (2012) find that store hour deregulation in UK and Germany
leads to decrease in price.

Although many researchers have studied the effect of store hour regulation, most
theoretical works are concerned about government policy that applies to all stores re-
gardless of their size and empirical works focus on the effect on prices or market share
of the firms rather than profits and total welfare. Moreover, there is little empirical
research on store hour regulation using store level sales data. This study differs from
previous works in the following aspects. First, I use detailed micro data to estimate
consumer demand whereas most previous research use aggregate level information. Sec-
ond, using the structural estimates, I explicitly consider government policy that applies
asymetrically to large stores and quantify the effects on stores as well as on consumers
and government revenue.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and
provides a set of direct observations from the data. Section 3 presents design of coun-
terfactual experiments and the results and Section 4 concludes.

3.2 Data and Descriptive Evidence

3.2.1 Data

I use two data sets. First, to provide direct evidence that small stores prefer to have
Sunday sales prohibited, information on liquor retail stores obtained from Reference
USA and county-level Sunday sales law in Florida is used. Specifically, I downloaded
information of stores selling beer, wine, and liquor (NAICS 4453) in Florida which gives
the total observation of 1768. The data set provides detailed information on geographic
locations, including street addresses, as well as other store characteristics. For each
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store, I observe physical size of the store measured in square footage3 , annual revenue,
and the number of workers employed. Therefore, for each store, I can determine the
county it belongs to and whether the given store is “large” or “small” either in terms of
floor size, sales volume, or the number of employees. With this information, together
with across-county variation in Sunday sales policy in Florida, I am able to examine
observed relationship between the size of the stores in a given county and whether Sun-
day sales are prohibited.

In addition to the information on liquor stores in Florida, store-level panel for Penn-
sylvania which was introduced in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 is used to conduct a series of
policy experiments. Using the same demand model as in Chapter 2 and information on
store size, I can quantify the welfare effects of government policy on Sunday openings.
Since my focus here is the government policy motivated to protect small stores from
large stores, I assign each store either into “large store” or “small store” group. In
practice, there can be many ways to determine the size of stores. For example, one can
use sales volume information, the number of workers, or floor size. In this paper, I use
“floor size” as a way to measure the size of stores, for two reasons. First, as noted in
Section 1, floor size is the criterion often used to regulate “large” stores in practice.4

Since one of the main goal of this paper is to examine the economic effects of store
hour regulations designed to protect small stores, it is natural to follow the criterion
that is actually used by the legislatures. Moreover, it is shown that potential measures
of store size are highly correlated. To see this, any stores with floor size of 6,000 sqft
or higher were assigned to “large store” group and stores with floor size of less than
6,000 sqft were assigned to “small store” group.5 This gives total of 124 large stores
and 506 small stores in Pennsylvania. Table 3.1 reports summary statistics of three
different measures of store size including “square footage” which was used to determine
whether a store is large or small by group. By construction, average floor size of the
“large store” group is higher than that of the “small store” group. Table 3.1 also shows
that other measures, namely “annual revenue” and “employee size,” are also higher for

3 Each store’s square footage is reported in range and exact value is not available. For each store, I
assign median value of the bin that the store belongs to when calculating summary statistics.

4 See Section 1 for examples of actual regulation.
5 One can use different cutoff values in determining “large” and “small” stores. Results do not differ

significantly with alternative values, and I only report the results with cutoff value equal to 6,000 sqft.
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the “large store” group compared to the “small store” group which suggests that three
measures reported in Table 3.1 are highly correlated with each other. Table 3.2 reports
the correlation number between the measures and confirms the relationship with the
numbers ranging from 0.82 to 0.84. Therefore, I proceed with ”square footage” as the
measure of store size when conducting counterfactual experiments in Section 3.

3.2.2 Size of Store and Sunday Opening Regulations

As discussed in Section 1, one of the arguments for Sunday hour regulation of retail
stores is protection of small-sized enterprises from large enterprises. A number of states
in the U.S. impose restrictions on Sunday sales which apply to all liquor retail stores and
it is often observed that owners of small liquor stores are in favor of such restrictions. It
is possible that such regulation only helps certain group of producers, while doing harm
to society as a whole by reducing the welfare of consumers and other producers as well.

In this section, I provide direct evidence that the regulation is kept in places where a
lot of small stores are operating. To see this, I study the liquor retail market in Florida.
Notable fact about Florida is that regulations on liquor retail stores vary greatly by
county. For example, some counties in Florida ban trading of hard liquor products.6

In particular, whether the sales of liquor are allowed or not on Sundays also varies
by county. Table 3.3 shows the number of counties in Florida that prohibits the sales
of any alcoholic beverages (including beer and wine), allows the sales of only beer and
wine, and completely allows the sales of any alcoholic beverages on Sundays. Out of 67
counties in Florida, 73% allow Sunday sales of any kind of alcoholic beverages7 , 16%
allow Sunday sales of beer and wine, and remaining 11% completely prohibits Sunday
sales.

To see whether there is systematic differences in terms of store size across counties
that allow Sunday sales and those that do not, I separately calculate summary statistics
of measures of store size for stores in counties with Sunday opening and stores in coun-
ties without Sunday opening. Table 3.4 reports the summary statistics. As expected,

6 These counties are referred to as “dry” counties.
7 Many counties, however, still impose restrictions on store operating hours on Sundays. Typically,

counties often do not allow liquor stores to open early in the morning on Sundays due to religious
reasons.
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liquor stores in counties that bans Sunday operation tend to be smaller in size. For all
the measures of store size considered, the numbers are significantly lower in counties
without Sunday opening compared to those in counties with Sunday opening. This
suggests that small-sized stores benefit from government regulation that prohibits all
stores from opening on Sundays.

3.3 Counterfactuals

As noted in Section 2, it is likely that small stores gain from having Sunday hour
restrictions. To quantify how much small stores gain relative to large stores, I conduct
a series of counterfactual experiments using the demand estimate results from Chapter
2. Specifically, I look for the effect on store profits separately for large-sized stores and
small-size stores as well as on total welfare. To evaluate policies, I use the set of welfare
measures introduced in Section 5.2 of Chapter 2.

I consider two different government policies. First, I consider government policy
that prohibits all stores from operating on Sundays to see how it differently affects
”large” stores and “small” stores.8 Then, I introduce a new government policy where
large stores are not allowed to open on Sundays whereas small stores are free to choose
Sunday operation. Under this policy, I calculate the set of stores who find it profitable
to open on Sundays using an approximation algorithm and evaluate total welfare with
the predicted store configurations.

3.3.1 Policy I: Sunday Sales Ban for All Stores

As noted in the previous section, counties that prohibits Sunday opening tend to have
a lot of small-sized stores. Moreover, it is often argued that large stores lose and small
stores benefit from such regulations. In this section, I quantify the losses (gains) for
large (small) stores from Sunday hour regulation.

Specifically, I start with “free entry” scenario where all stores are free to open on
Sundays. I assume each store independently choose whether to open on Sundays in

8 Stores with square footage greater than or equal to 6,000 sqft are defined as large stores. All other
stores are categorized as small stores.
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order to maximize its producer surplus, PS. Free entry outcomes are approximated
using the algorithm introduced in Appendix C. Then, I consider government policy in
which all stores are not allowed to operate on Sundays. Under this policy, I calculate
producer surplus for each of the stores. To see how small and large stores are differently
affected by the introduction of new regulation, I assign stores into two groups (“large”
and “small”) and report the changes in producer surplus for both groups.

Table 3.5 shows the result. When there is no restriction and all stores are free to
choose whether to open on Sundays, 285 stores find it profitable to operate on Sundays
on average. When government introduces new regulation so that all stores are forced
to be closed on Sundays, total producer surplus drops by 3.6%. With the introduction
of the regulation, stores who would have operated on Sundays are forced to be closed
on Sundays and experience a decrease in their profits. Specifically, both small and large
stores lose, on average, from the complete ban on Sunday sales: large stores’ producer
surplus (PS) decrease by 7% and small stores’ producer surplus drops by 1%. The reason
for decrease in producer surplus can be found from market expansion effect discussed in
Chapter 2. Because consumers in Pennsylvania buy significantly more when stores open
on Sundays,9 stores lose opportunity of earning extra revenue when Sunday operation
is prohibited. It is also noted that large stores are hurt significantly more with the
regulation. This is because, without the regulation, 88% of large stores operated on
Sundays whereas only 34% of small stores found it profitable to open on Sundays.

To summarize, with large market expansion effect of Sunday operation as in liquor
retail market in Pennsylvania, prohibition of Sunday sales not only harm consumers but
also both large and small stores. It is also worthwhile to note that, although both store
groups lose from Sunday hour regulation, large stores lose much more. Moreover, if
consumer preferences are such that market expansion effect is small, it is possible that
small stores’ producer surplus increase with the regulation which is consistent with the
observation in liquor retail market in Florida in Section 2.

3.3.2 Policy II: Sunday Sales Ban for Large Stores

One of the main motivations for store hour regulation is to protect small retail stores
9 See Chapter 2 for details.
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from competition of large stores. As noted in Section 1, it is often observed that gov-
ernment imposes restrictions that only applies to certain group of retail stores, namely
large chain stores. To see the welfare effects of such policy, I consider a hypothetical sce-
nario where government prohibits large stores from opening on Sundays whereas small
stores are unrestricted in choosing Sunday operation. Again, free entry outcomes for
small stores are approximated using the algorithm introduced in Appendix C. After the
approximation is done, I calculate resulting consumer surplus (CS), producer surplus
(PS), total government surplus (PS +GR), and total surplus (TS). These welfare mea-
sures are then compared to various other possible government policies. Specifically, I set
the actual policy where 21% of stores are open on Sundays as benchmark and compare
welfare measures with (i) free entry outcome where each store independently chooses
Sunday operation in order to maximize producer surplus (PS), (ii) government regu-
lation where large stores are not allowed to operate on Sundays, and (iii) government
regulation where no stores are allowed to open on Sundays.

Table 3.6 shows the predicted number of Sunday-opening stores when only small
stores are allowed to open on Sundays. Among the small stores, 53% of stores find it
profitable to open on Sundays. Note that this number is higher compared to complete
free entry scenario where large stores are also free to choose to open on Sundays. In-
tuition is simple: with large stores not operating on Sundays, more small stores find
it profitable to open on Sundays because they face fewer competitors. However, the
total number of stores operating on Sundays decrease by 8% with the introduction of
the new regulation. Even without large stores operating on Sundays, about half of the
small stores are better off being closed on Sundays. Producer surplus for all stores also
decrease by 1% and as expected, large stores lose and small stores win with the regu-
lation. Large stores’ surplus decreases by 9% whereas small stores’ surplus increase by
6%.

With the store configuration reported in Table 3.6, I calculate consumer surplus
(CS), producer surplus (PS), total government surplus (PS +GR), and total surplus
(TS) and compare these welfare measures against the actual policy. Table 3.7 reports
the resulting welfare measures with the regulation along with other possible govern-
ment policy with the actual policy being the benchmark. First note that, total surplus
is greater with the large store regulation. This suggests that the actual policy where
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21% of stores are open on Sundays is highly restrictive. Comparing the free entry case
with the large store regulation, all welfare measures are higher with the free entry. Con-
sumers are better off with free entry: free entry leads to more stores opening on Sundays
and consumers face larger choice set. Moreover, producer surplus is also higher with
free entry and because market expands with Sunday opening, government collects more
tax. As a result, total surplus is higher with free entry. Compared to free entry case,
as shown in Table 3.6, only small stores benefit with the large store regulation.

3.4 Conclusion

This paper examines the effects of Sunday opening regulations on large and small stores.
Although, small independent retailers are generally in favor of Sunday hour regulation,
little is known empirically on how much small stores benefit and large stores lose from
such regulations.

I first show data evidence that Sunday opening hour restrictions are more strict in
areas with a lot of small stores using liquor retail market in Florida as an example. To
directly quantify the effects of the change in policy, I conduct a series of counterfactual
experiments using the demand estimates obtained in Chapter 2. I find that when all
stores are forced to be closed on Sundays, both large and small stores lose. Compared
to free entry scenario where all stores are free to choose Sunday operation, producer
surplus of large stores decrease by 7% and that of small stores also decrease by 1%. That
is, both large and small stores are better off, on average, with no restriction on Sunday
trading. This result follows from the empirical finding that consumers in Pennsylvania
buy more when the number of Sunday-opening stores increase. With the large market
expansion effect in place, the result suggests that even small stores can benefit from
deregulation of opening hours on Sundays. I also find that government policy regulat-
ing only large stores from operating on Sundays leads to increase in producer surplus
for small stores. With the regulation, surplus of large stores drop by 9% and that of
small stores rise by 6%. However, due to decreased number of Sunday-opening stores,
consumer surplus and government revenue decrease. I show that with the regulation,
total surplus is lower compared to free entry.
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Although this paper provides predictions on store hour decisions with various gov-

ernment regulations, this study is limited in that I abstract away from the fact that
stores can change behavior in terms of pricing and employment. Accounting for more
sophisticated firm behavior will be possible with detailed store-level data in a private
market where policy designed to protect small stores actually took place, which is left
as a future study.
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Table 3.1: Store Sales and Characteristics by Size in Pennsyl-
vania

All Stores (N=630)
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Square Footage 4,443.14 2,559.93 750 17,764
Annual Revenue 1,676.37 1,472.81 25.95 8,925.36
Employee Size 7.76 5.37 1 46

Large Stores (N=124)a

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Square Footage 8,524.41 2,488.47 6,000 17,764
Annual Revenue 3,574.46 1,968.66 126.18 8,925.36
Employee Size 14.71 6.68 3 46

Small Stores (N=506)b

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Square Footage 3,442.98 1,249.71 750 5,992.05
Annual Revenue 1,211.12 810.20 25.95 5,605.34
Employee Size 6.06 3.21 1 16

a b Large stores are defined as stores with square footage greater than
or equal to 6000 sqft. All other stores are categorized as small stores.
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Table 3.2: Correlation Matrix for Measures of Store Size

Square Footage Annual Revenue Employee Size

Square Footage – 0.847 0.839

Annual Revenue 0.847 – 0.827

Employee Size 0.839 0.827 –

Table 3.3: Sunday Sales Regulation in Florida

No Sunday Salesa Beer&Wine Sunday Salesb Sunday Salesc Total

# Counties 7 11 49 67

% Share 10.5 16.4 73.1 100

a b c“No Sunday Sales” are the counties that does not allow any sales of alcoholic beverages
on Sundays. “Beer&Wine Sunday Sales” are the counties that only allows sales of beer
and wine on Sundays. Finally, “Sunday Sales” refers to the counties that allows Sunday
sales of any kind of alcoholic beverages.
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Table 3.4: Store Size and Sales by Sunday Hour Regulation in Florida

All Stores (N=1768)
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Square Footagea 9,920.32 24,555.09 750 100,000
Annual Revenue 4,972.14 31,062.67 43.00 909,041.00
Employee Size 13.60 40.46 1 400

Stores in Counties with Sunday Opening (N=1734)b

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Square Footage 10,016.88 24,674.08 750 100,000
Annual Revenue 5,035.59 31,354.28 43.00 909,041.00
Employee Size 13.75 40.82 1 400

Stores in Counties without Sunday Opening (N=34)c

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Square Footage 5,007.12 16,997.85 750 100,000
Annual Revenue 1,742.27 2,694.41 127.00 15,886.00
Employee Size 5.74 9.91 1 60

Annual Revenue in thousands of U.S. $
b c Counties with Sunday Opening refers to the counties in Florida which allow Sunday sales of either
hard liquor or beer & wine. Counties without Sunday Opening refers to all other counties in Florida.
Square footage is reported in range and exact value is not known. For each store, I assign median value
of the bin that the store belongs to when calculating summary statistics.
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Table 3.5: Effect of Sunday Sales Ban on Store Profits

PS max. Individual Stores No Sunday Openings % Change
(Free Entry)

All Stores (N=619.9)

# Sunday Stores 285.1 0 –
% Open on Sundays 46.0 0 –
PS 60.25 58.09 -3.6

Large Storesa (N=121.3)

# Sunday Stores 106.4 0 –
% Open on Sundays 87.7 0 –
PS 26.41 24.55 -7.0

Small Storesb (N=498.6)

# Sunday Stores 178.8 0 –
% Open on Sundays 35.9 0 –
PS 33.84 33.54 -0.9

a bLarge stores are defined as stores with square footage greater than or equal to 6000 sq
ft. All other stores are categorized as small stores.
PS in millions of U.S $.
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Table 3.6: Effect of Large Store Sunday Sales Ban on Store Profits

PS max. Individual Stores Large Store No Sun. % Change
(Free Entry)

All Stores (N=619.9)

# Sunday Stores 285.1 263.2 -7.7
% Open on Sundays 46.0 42.5 -7.7
PS 60.25 59.97 -0.5

Large Storesa (N=121.3)

# Sunday Stores 106.4 0 –
% Open on Sundays 87.7 0 –
PS 26.41 24.10 -8.7

Small Storesb (N=498.6)

# Sunday Stores 178.8 263.2 47.2
% Open on Sundays 35.9 52.8 47.2
PS 33.84 35.87 6.0

a bLarge stores are defined as stores with square footage greater than or equal to 6000
sq ft. All other stores are categorized as small stores.
PS in millions of U.S $.
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Table 3.7: Entry Predictions: Welfare Comparison

Actual PS Max. Individual Stores Large Store No Sun. No Sun.

# Sun. stores 131.00 285.14 263.21 0
% Sun. stores 21.1 46.0 42.5 0

% Change from Actual

Actual PS Max. Individual Stores Large Store No Sun. No Sun.

CS 77.97 1.0 0.5 -2.2

PS 59.94 0.5 0.1 -3.1

PS+GR 289.66 1.6 0.8 -2.5

TS 191.38 1.1 0.5 -2.5

Welfare measures in millions of U.S $.
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Appendix A

Matching 2015 information to
2005 Stores

Information on square footage and number of employees are available for stores in 2015.
I match 2015 and 2005 stores using store ID and street address provided by PLCB.
85.7% of 2005 stores have exact match to 2015 stores. For remaining stores with no
match to 2015, I run simple linear regressions where dependent variables are either
square footage or number of employees of a store. Specifically I run

sqrftj = numprodj + ε

and
numempj = numprodj + ε

using stores with the exact match where sqrftj is square footage, numempj is the
number of employees of store j in 2015 and numprodj is total count of distinct products
sold in store j in 2005. I use number of products sold in 2005 as the regressor because it
is highly correlated with each of the two dependent variables: corr(sqft,numprod) =
0.8290 and corr(numemp,numprod) = 0.8255. Using the coefficients, I generate fitted
values of square footage and number of employees. Correlation between actual data
and fitted values from the above regressions are 0.8408 for square footage and 0.8439
for number of employees, respectively. For stores in 2005 with no match to stores in
2015, I use fitted values of the regressions above.
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Appendix B

Store Operating Costs

PLCB does not reveal information on operating costs by store level. However, using
the information on the number of employees by store and pay schedule reported in the
union contract1 , I can estimate the operating costs of stores.

PLCB gives information on total number of employees by job type where job types
are clerks, managers and wine specialists. Number of specialists account for 0.02% of
total number of workers. I do not have information on salary of the specialists and I
assume that they are paid at the same level as managers. Clerks and managers get
paid at increased rates as they get promoted. Since no information is available on
composition of workers within the job type, I assume each worker receives the hourly
wage equal to the simple average of pay schedule within the job type.

PLCB stores have different hours of operation across stores on a given day except
for Sundays. While store hours vary Mondays through Saturdays, all stores that are
open on Sundays only operate for 5 hours, 12:00-17:00.2 There is no information on
hours of operation by store for 2005. Instead, I use information on store hours posted
on the PLCB webpage for 2015 stores.3 Again, I match 2005 stores to 2015 using
store ID and street address. For stores in 2005 with no match to stores in 2015, I use
average hours of operation for each day of the week in 2015 which is reported in Table

1 The United Food and Commercial Workers represent liquor store clerks and cashiers. Store
managers are represented by the Independent State Stores Union

2 The cap on hours of operation for Sundays in Pennsylvania is 5 hours.
3 Information on store opening hours are as of second week of September, 2015. Number of stores

and hours of operation changes throughout the year.
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B.1.

Table B.1: Hours of Operation by Day of Week : All Stores in
2015

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.

Mean 5.000 10.142 9.973 11.564 11.507 11.477 11.518
S.D 0 2.193 2.259 1.623 1.727 1.754 1.730
# Stores 159 558 588 582 591 598 590

Information from the PLCB webpage
(http://www.finewineandgoodspirits.com)
Sample consists of all 601 stores with hours of operation posted on
the web. Total number of stores may be different.

PLCB reports total operating expenses (âĂĲStore, Warehouse, and Transportation
Costs”) to be $245.9 million in 2005.4 This translates into average daily store
operating costs of $1,260. Using the information on aggregate number of workers and
total operating cost reported by PLCB, labor costs account for 5/7th of total operating
expenses or $900 daily, per store. The remaining 2/7th includes rents paid for space
and distribution costs.

In general, the number of employees working at a store on a particular day will be
less than the total number of workers reported by PLCB. Therefore, to calculate labor
costs of a store, I pick active-to-total-worker ratio, α so that the average of the labor
cost is equal to $900. Specifically, I pick α̂ such that

1
S

∑
j

∑
t

(α̂× (wageclkt ×#clkj +wagemgrt ×#mgrj)× hoursjt) = 900

where S is the total number of (store, day) observations and wageclkt is the average wage
of store clerks, and wagemgrt is the average wage of store managers. Wages on Sundays
are higher than other days of the week for both store clerks and managers. #clkj is the
total number of clerks in store j and #mgrj is the total number of managers in store
j. hoursjt is the hours of operation of store j on day t. Solving the above equation for
α̂, I get α̂ = 0.712. Finally, the labor cost of a store j on day t is given by

F laborjt = 0.712× [(wageclkt ×#clkj +wagemgrt ×#mgrj)× hoursjt].

4 Source : The PLCB Fiscal Year 04âĂŞ05 Summary



Appendix C

Entry Approximation

C.0.1 Algorithm

In this section, detailed explanation on the approximating algorithm introduced above
is given. Specifically, I approximate the solution to (2.16) using the following algorithm:

1. Begin with all J stores opening on Sundays and calculate total surplus (TS).

2. Calculate change in total surplus of having j closed on Sundays (∆closej TS), holding
hours of all other stores fixed. Do it for all j ∈ J where J is set of stores that
are not shut down already.

3. Shut down j′ on Sundays if ∆closej′ TS = max{j ∈ J |∆closej TS} and ∆closej′ TS > 0

• Each time a store is shut down, check if total surplus can be increased by
reopening a previously shut down store on Sundays, i.e. check if ∃j′′ /∈ J s.t
∆openj′′ TS > 0. If more than one, open the one with highest ∆openj TS > 0.

4. Continue steps 2–3 until ∆closej TS < 0 for all j ∈ J .

where ∆closej TS and ∆openj TS are marginal change in total surplus of shutting down and
opening j on Sundays, respectively.

The same algorithm can be applied to approximate entry outcomes with different
decision makers and objectives. For example, the state-run monopolist’s problem can
be approximated by replacing TS above with PS + GR and entry outcomes with profit-
maximizing individual stores can be approximated by replacing TS above with PSj .
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C.0.2 Approximation vs. Exact Solution

Table C.1: Comparison of Welfare-Maximizing Sunday Openings

Actual Welfare-maximizing Comparison

# Stores # Sunday Stores # Sunday Stores Total Surplus % Deviation

Exact Solution

Erie 15 3.77 12 4.134 –
Luzerne 20 1.83 11 4.986 –
Westmoreland 22 3.00 14 4.905 –

Approximation

Erie 15 3.77 12 4.134 0.000
Luzerne 20 1.83 10 4.985 0.013
Westmoreland 22 3.00 14 4.905 0.000

Total surplus (TS) in millions of U.S $.
# stores is fixed throughout the exercise.

As noted above, the entry outcome predicted using the algorithm is not, in general,
the same as the exact solution. To test how big the bias is, I solve for the planner’s
problem with a small number of stores and compare it to the outcome predicted by the
algorithm. Specifically, I choose three counties and solve the planner’s problem given in
equation (2.16). The number of stores, which is fixed throughout the exercise, in each
county ranges from 15 – 22. The exact solution for each county is then compared to
the approximated outcome using the algorithm explained above. Table C.1 presents the
comparison between the two approaches.

The entry predictions with the algorithm are close to the exact solutions. For Erie
and Westmoreland, the approximations are the same as the exact solutions: the same
set of stores open on Sundays for both. For Luzerne, the approximation predicts one less
store opening on Sundays compared to the exact solution and resulting welfare deviation
is 0.013%. As noted in Section 6.3.1, entry outcomes predicted by the algorithm, in
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general, can result in a lower number of Sunday stores compared to the exact solution:
the marginal benefit of shutting down a store on Sundays is overestimated with the
algorithm. However, the result shows that such bias is small.
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